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Abstract
In yeast and other organisms, endocytosis is dependent upon Arp2/3
complex-mediated actin assembly into endocytic actin patches, a highly organized
process involving signaling molecules and regulatory proteins. The goal of this
study is to determine the roles of three Arp2/3 complex activators Pan1, Myo1,
and Wsp1, which bind Arp2/3 complex via their Central-Acidic (CA) domains, in
stimulating actin patch assembly in fission yeast. To assess the contribution of
these proteins to actin assembly, we performed quantitative image analysis of
actin patch dynamics by tracking the GFP-tagged actin binding protein fimbrin
Fim1 in Pan1, Myo1 and Wsp1 mutants with deleted CA domains. In myo1∆CA,
like in the wild type cells, most patches internalized and patch dynamics was the
same as in the wild type strain. The Pan1 mutant contains a deletion of the ACV
region rather than just the CA region like Myo1 and Wsp1 due to the fact that the
region is inverted in the Pan1 mutant. In pan1∆ACV, most patches internalized
but accumulated 2.3 times more actin and at the faster rate than in the wild type
cells. In wsp1∆CA, the majority of the patches failed to internalize, indicating
failed endocytosis, and the rate of patch assembly and the total actin accumulation
in the patch were decreased compared to the wild type cells. Next, we used
genetic crosses and tetrad analysis to determine which of the CA domains of the
Arp2/3 complex activators are essential for cell viability. We observed that
combinations of myo1∆CA with pan1∆ACV and myo1∆CA with wsp1∆CA
resulted in viable cells, while the combination of wsp1∆CA and pan1∆ACV
mutants was synthetically lethal. This suggests that activation of the Arp2/3
complex by Wsp1 alone or Pan1 alone but not Myo1 alone is minimally sufficient
for cell viability. Imaging Fim1-mGFP in cells with viable combinations of ∆CA
mutations revealed that both the myo1∆CA pan1∆ACV cells and the myo1∆CA
wsp1∆CA cells contained actin patches, indicating that activation of Arp2/3
complex by either Wsp1 or Pan1 alone suffices to promote actin patch assembly.
However, given the patch internalization defect in wsp1∆CA but not in
pan1∆ACV or myo1∆CA mutants, we concluded that Wsp1 is the primary
Arp2/3 complex activator at the endocytic sites, minimally sufficient to support
actin assembly, cell viability, and endocytic internalization.
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1
Introduction

Actin is one of the most highly evolutionarily conserved proteins. It is
involved in a variety of functions, including muscle contraction, cell motility, cell
division, cytokinesis, vesicle transport, organelle transport, the maintenance of
cell shape, and endocytosis. Actin participates in these processes in highly
regulated ways to assemble into filament networks that provide structural support,
deform cell membranes and serve as tracks for molecular motor myosins. These
processes occur through the help of controlled mechanisms that assemble actin
when and where it is needed in the cell. The study of actin and the various
processes that involve actin are fundamental to biological and medical research in
several ways, ranging from how cancer cells move and metastasize to how a
muscle contracts. We investigate this subject in a favorable model organism
fission yeast, Schizosaccharomyces pombe. The actin cytoskeleton in fission yeast
is composed of three main structures, actin cables that provide tracks for vesicular
transport, actin contractile rings that drive cytokinesis and actin patches that
assemble at sites of endocytosis (Kovar et al.). Specifically, the goal of my project
is to understand how cells control the assembly and organization of the actin
cytoskeleton during endocytosis.
Endocytosis is the process by which cells bring molecules into the cell that
typically are unable to pass through the hydrophobic cell membrane due to their
large size or polar characteristics. In most eukaryotic cells, endocytosis is
dependent upon Arp 2/3 complex-mediated actin assembly (Kaksonen, 2008) into
endocytic actin patches, a highly organized process involving several signaling
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molecules and proteins that regulate the process. The actin patches are highly
dynamic structures with both mobile and stationary phases. Actin has been
proposed to have a role in several aspects of the endocytic process, including the
invagination of the cell membrane, constriction of the vesicle, vesicle scission,
and motility of the endocytic vesicle in the cytoplasm.
In yeast, the Arp2/3 complex has been found to have an essential role in
the cortical actin cytoskeleton (McCollum et al., 1996; Moreau et al., 1997;
Morrell et al., 1999; Winter et al., 1997). Actin assembly is controlled by the
Arp2/3 complex, which binds to pre-existing actin filaments and initiates the
nucleation of new actin filaments. The Arp3 protein in fission yeast is required for
remodeling of the actin cytoskeleton during cell cycle and has been seen to
localize to actin patches (McCollum et al., 1996). In budding yeast studies
(Winter et al., 1997), Arp3 was required for proper actin patch motility. The Arp2
mutations in both budding and fission yeast result in patch motility and
internalization defects, but does not eliminate patch formation (Moreau et al.,
1997; Morrell et al., 1999). A temperature sensitive Arp2 mutant also showed an
actin patch distribution defect (Morrell et al., 1999). Treatment of fission yeast
cells with the small molecule inhibitors of the Arp2/3 complex results in complete
disappearance of actin patches (Rizvi et al., 2009). This observation provides
strong evidence that endocytic actin patch assembly depends entirely on the
Arp2/3 complex activity.
The mechanism of the Arp2/3 complex-dependent actin assembly is
described by the dendritic nucleation model, originally proposed for the actin
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assembly at the leading edge of motile cells (Pollard and Borisy, 2003). The
activity of the Arp2/3 complex is controlled by the Nucleation Promoting Factors,
also known as Arp2/3 complex activators, that all bind to the complex through
their Central-Acidic (CA) domains. When a Nucleation Promoting Factor binds to
the Arp2/3 complex by its CA region (Fig. 1), it causes a conformational change
in the protein complex. This conformational change allows the Arp2/3 complex to
bind to a pre-existing mother actin filament in order to nucleate a new daughter
filament that elongates by actin monomer addition from the cytoplasm and grows
as a branch from the side of the mother filament.
Several Nucleation Promoting Factors, each with distinct, yet partially
overlapping functions, are typically present in a cell and are responsible for
activation of the Arp2/3 complex. A classic example of the Arp2/3 complex
activator is human Wiskott-Aldrich Syndrome protein (WASp) named after the
disease caused by mutations in this protein gene. In budding yeast, actin patch
assembly is controlled by five Nucleation Promoting Factors, WASp Las17, class
1 myosins Myo3 and Myo5, Eps15-like Pan1, and actin binding protein Abp1.
Studies in budding yeast also showed that Las17 (WASp) and class 1 myosins
work with Vrp1 at the endocytic site (Sun et al., 2006). In fission yeast, only three
Arp2/3 complex activators, Wiskott-Aldrich Syndrome protein (WASp) Wsp1,
myosin-1 Myo1, and Eps15-like Pan1 are present at the sites of endocytosis. With
multiple activators of the Arp2/3 complex present in cells, questions remain
regarding why more than one activator is needed and how these activators
contribute to actin assembly.
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Several studies in budding yeast examined the relative contributions of the
Arp2/3 complex activators by analyzing effects of CA domain deletions on actin
patch assembly, motility, and lifetimes (Galletta et al., 2012; Galletta et al., 2008;
Sun et al., 2006) The results of these studies, summarized in Table 1, revealed a
complicated mechanism with multiple Arp2/3 complex activators making a
contribution. It has been seen that the CA region of Wsp1 is important in patch
internalization (Galletta et al., 2008) and efficient patch assembly (Sun et al.,
2006). However, the other activators have been found to be sufficient for
activating the Arp2/3 complex (Galletta et al., 2008). Deletion of both type-I
myosins in budding yeast resulted in deficiencies in movement of patches away
from the cell membrane (Galletta et al., 2008). Through these results in budding
yeast, it has been proposed that both Myo1 and Wsp1 have essential roles in
endocytic internalization (Sun et al., 2006). Therefore, despite several research
endeavors, the importance, roles, and strengths of the Nucleation Promoting
Factors of the Arp2/3 complex remain a complicated and thus far unresolved
issue.
Genetic analysis, biochemical characterization, and mathematical
modeling in fission yeast predict that WASp may serve as the primary activator of
the Arp2/3 complex at the endocytic sites. Although the initial analysis suggested
that there are two parallel pathways of actin assembly in fission yeast, a Myo1dependent pathway and a Wsp1-dependent pathway. (Sirotkin et al., 2005),
deletion of Myo1 CA region had little effect on actin patch assembly and
movement (V.Sirotkin, unpublished observation). In vitro, myosin-1 is a much
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weaker activator of the Arp2/3 complex in vitro than WASp in both fission and
budding yeast. Quantitative analysis of actin patch assembly in fission yeast
inspired a mathematical model that predicted that Wsp1 alone was the only
activator of the Arp2/3 complex needed to account for the time course of actin
patch assembly observed in live cells (Berro et al.). The goal of this study was to
test this prediction in fission yeast.
S. pombe, or fission yeast, is a useful model organism for actin
cytoskeleton studies for several reasons. Like budding yeast, S. pombe is easy to
manipulate genetically, has a quick reproductive time and, simple culture
conditions. Mutagenesis experiments and knock out mutants are easily created in
yeast and simple genetic analysis can be completed through tetrad dissection.
Most importantly, several genes in S. pombe are also highly conserved in humans.
In comparison with budding yeast, which have five Arp2/3 complex activators,
fission yeast have only three activators of the Arp2/3 complex, providing a
simpler system for the analysis of contribution of the Arp2/3 complex activators
to patch assembly. Biochemical characteristics (Sirotkin et al., 2005), the order of
protein recruitment and, unique for fission yeast, time courses of the numbers of
molecules (Sirotkin et al., 2010) have also been determined for S. pombe. Thus,
fission yeast provide an ideal system for studying the roles and contributions of
Arp 2/3 complex activators to the process of actin assembly and endocytosis.
The goal of this project was to determine the relative contributions of the
Central-Acidic domains of Wsp1, Myo1 and Pan1 to cell viability and actin patch
dynamics by making comparisons between Central-Acidic domain mutants and
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mutants that completely lack the proteins. Our studies also aimed to give insight
into the roles of the Arp2/3 complex activators beyond their NPF activity. In this
study, we provided genetic evidence that verprolin (Vrp1) functions with Wsp1,
but not Myo1 and designed strategy to test whether actin patches can form in the
absence of the three Nucleation Promoting Factors.
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Materials & Methods

S. pombe strains, growth conditions, and general methods
The strains used in this project can be found in Table S1. Cells were
grown from -80°C stocks and maintained on YE5S plates by growth at 25°C.

Genetic Crosses
Strains were crossed on Malt Extract (ME) plates at 25°C and after 1 day
crosses were streaked on EMM-ade plates and incubated the 25°C to isolate the
diploid cells. Once diploids were isolated, individual colonies were maintained on
EMM-ade and YE-ade and patched on ME to sporulate. After 2-4 days of
growing on ME plates, tetrads were dissected on YES plates using a Nikon
(Melvin, NY) Eclipse 50i dissection microscope. Typically, twelve sets of tetrads
were dissected for each cross. The tetrad plates were incubated at a 25°C for 5-7
days. Next, tetrads were replica plated onto selection plates. The plates used in
this study were YE-ade, YES+NAT, YES+G418, EMM-URA, EMM+PB
(Phloxin B), and YES+1M KCl and all plates were incubated at 25°C.
Double mutants with GFP-tagged fimbrin were all constructed using the
same general strategy. First, single ∆CA mutants were previously combined with
fim1-mGFP (Table S1). Second, strains of single ∆CA mutants combined with
fim1-mGFP were crossed with other single ∆CA mutants combined with fim1mGFP. This strategy ensured that all mutants formed from the cross would have
fim-1mGFP present. To determine the presence of both CA deletions in the
double mutants, selective plates were used. The myo1∆CA mutant is marked with
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a nutritional marker ura4+ and therefore all mutants containing the Myo1 CA
deletion should be able to grow on EMM-URA plates. Like wild type cells, the
myo1∆CA cells are able to grow on YES+1M KCl plates and are colored light
pink on EMM+PB plates. The pan1∆ACV strain is marked by resistance to G418
antibiotic and all mutants containing the pan1∆ACV should be able to grow on
YES+G418. The pan1∆ACV mutants are able to grow on YES+1M KCl plates
and are colored light pink on EMM+PB plates. The wsp1∆CA strain is marked by
resistance to NAT antibiotic and therefore all mutants containing the wsp1∆CA
allele should be able to grow on YES+NAT plates. In contrast to the wild type,
the wsp1∆CA cells are unable to grow on YES+1M KCl plates and are colored
dark red on EMM+PB plates. The fim1-mGFP strain is also marked with
resistance to G418 and grows on YES+G418 plates. Table S2 identifies the
selection plates used in the study and how single deletions of the Central-Acidic
(CA) binding regions affect growth under these conditions.
The myo1∆ strain is marked by resistance to G418 antibiotic and therefore
should be able to grow on YES+G418 plates. The myo1∆ cells are unable to grow
on YES+1M KCl plates and are colored dark red on EMM+PB plates. The wsp1∆
strain contains resistance to G418 antibiotic and should be able to grow on
YES+G418 plates. The wsp1∆ cells are unable to grow on YES+1M KCl plates
and are colored dark red on EMM+PB plates. The vrp1∆ strain contains
resistance to G418 antibiotic and should be able to grow on YES+G418 plates.
The vrp1∆ cells are able to grow on YES+1M KCl plates and are colored light red
on EMM+PB plates.
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When two mutants were marked with the same G418 selection, we utilized
PCR to confirm the presence of deletions. After 1 day at 25°C, cells were seeded
in 4 mL of YES liquid media overnight. Genomic DNA was extracted from cells
and PCR was conducted. To confirm the presence of pan1∆ACV we used the
p1dACVch and p1xGch3 primer pair (Table S3). To test for the presence of
vrp1∆ we used the vrp11d and vrp11r primer pair. We also utilized the WACH
and vrp11r primer pair. To verify the presence of wsp1∆CA we used the
w1TRch5 and w1x3ch primer pair. To verify the presence of myo1∆ and
myo1∆CA we used the m1TRch5 and urach5 primer pair as well as the m1x3ch
and ura3ch primer pair.

Microscopy and Image Analysis
Strains were grown overnight in 4 ml starter cultures in liquid YES media
at 25 °C and then reseeded into 10 ml YES and grown overnight at 25 °C to an
OD of .2 – 1.0. For imaging, 0.5-1 ml of cells were collected by centrifugation at
5-6,000 rpm in a microfuge for 1 minute, washed with 1ml EMM5S medium, and
again collected by centrifugation. 5 µl of partly resuspended pellet were placed
onto a pad of 50 µl 25% gelatin (w/v) in EMM5S on a slide. The pads were
covered with N1.5 (0.17 mm) coverslips and sealed with VALAP (1:1:1 Vaseline
: Paraffin : Lanolin). Imaging started after 5 minute delay following placing cells
on pads to allow patches to partly depolarize.
Images were collected using UltraView VoX spinning disk confocal
imaging system (Perkin Elmer) equipped with C9100-50 EMCCD camera
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(Hamamatsu) on a Nikon Ti-E microscope with a 100×, 1.4 NA Plan Apo lens,
We collected a time series of images in a single section through the middle of the
cells acquired every second for 60 seconds or a time series of Z-stacks of 11
sections at 0.6 µm intervals spanning the entire cells acquired every 3 seconds for
60 seconds.
We analyzed patch dynamics using the computer program ImageJ
(http://rsb.info.nih.gov/ij/). Patches were deemed acceptable for analysis if they
satisfied the following criteria. Patches must appear and disappear during the
course of the movie. Patches should ideally be present in frame 20, approximately
20 seconds into the movie to maximize the number of patches that fulfill our
criteria. Patches must be distinguishable from adjacent patches. We manually
tracked mean intensity values and positions of patches over time using the ImageJ
10-pixel circular selection tool. We also measured mean cytoplasmic intensities
and subtracted the cytoplasmic intensities from the patch intensities. We plotted
cytoplasmic background and subtracted patch intensities values and patch
distances from the origin over time for at least five individual patches per movie.
The graphs for individual patches were aligned to the time of their maximum
intensity values and values were averaged at each time point to generate average
time courses of patch intensity and distance from origin.
In order to test whether that Fim1-mGFP is expressed and detected in all
mutants at the similar level, we also measured whole cell intensities. These
measurements were done by outlining 5 cells and measuring their mean intensities
over time using ‘Plot Z-Axis profile’ function of ImageJ. To measure extracellular
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background, the mean intensities of 3 areas outside of the cells were taken as well.
The cell values were averaged and subtracted for the average background. These
control measurements allowed us to be certain that any differences in intensity
values between the videos were due to the mutations that we created and not due
to human or equipment error.
To determine percent of internalization, we counted the number of patches
that moved from their initial position, which corresponds to the successful
internalization of an endocytic vesicle, versus patches that disassembled without
moving, which corresponds to patches that failed to complete the process
endocytosis. This information was used to compare the deficiencies in
endocytosis in mutant strains. We selected all patches present in five cells at the
frame 20 and by playing the movie forwards and backwards counted the number
of patches that moved or did not move during their lifetimes.

Construction of a Viable wsp1∆CA pan1∆ACV Mutant
To construct the double mutant (Fig. S1), we used the Pst1Pnmt and
Tw1Sac1 primer pair to PCR amplify the wsp1 shut-off allele 81xPnmt1-wsp1Twsp1 from the VS389-1 strain genomic DNA. We used the Pst1Pw1 and
TadhSac1 primer pair (Table S3) to PCR amplify the wsp1∆CA allele Pwsp1wsp1∆CA-Tadh1 from the VS787-1 strain genomic DNA. We used iProof DNA
polymerase (Bio-Rad) for high fidelity PCR amplification according to
manufacturer’s instructions (Bio-Rad). We cloned PCR products into the pCRIITOPO-Blunt vector (Invitrogen) and verified inserts by DNA sequencing. To
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sequence DNA fragment amplified from the VS389-1 strain, we used Gw1ch3, Nter-GST-FL-F, N-ter-GST-LppVCA-F, N-ter-GST-pp-F, and N-ter-GST-FL-R
primers. We also used M13F and M13R primers, which flank the pCRII-TOPOBlunt MCS (Multiple Cloning Site). To sequence the DNA fragment amplified
from the VS787-1 strain, we used N-ter-GST-FL-F, N-ter-GST-LppVCA-F and,
N-ter-GST-pp-F in addition to M13F and M13R. The cloned Pwsp1-wsp1∆CATadh1 fragment was exactly as expected. The cloned 81xPnmt1-wsp1-Twsp1
fragment contained two A-to-G nucleotide changes 15 and 37 base pairs upstream
of the TATA box. These changes likely arose during initial strain construction
since two independent TOPO clones had identical sequences. The primers (Table
S3) used for amplification added unique PstI and SacI sites. The cloned fragments
were digested using Pst1 and Sac1 restriction enzymes and ligated into the
PstI/SacI-digested pJK148 vector. The final constructs were verified by
sequencing.
The pJK148 constructs were linearized at the leu1 locus with NruI and
integrated into leu1-32 locus using standard Lithium Acetate transformation.
pJK148-787-1 containing Pwsp1-wsp1∆CA-Tadh1 from the VS787-1 strain was
transformed into both wild type (VS685B) and wsp1 shut-off cells (VS389-1).
pJK-389-1, containing 81xPnmt1-wsp1-Twsp1 fragment from the VS389-1 strain
was transformed into both wild type (VS685B) and wsp1∆CA strain (VS787-1).
To further confirm that the pJK conststructs integrated correctly and to
differentiate between single integrations and tandem integrations, we conducted
PCR diagnostics (Fig. S2 and S3). We used four PCR reactions, using four
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primers (Table S3) in different combinations. Reaction A with the CRd and JKr
primer pair and reaction C with the JKd and CRr primer pair confirmed the
presence of integration, either single or double. Reaction B with the JKd and JKr
primer pair confirmed the presence of tandem integration. Reaction D with the
CRd and CRr primer pair indicated lack of integration. We designed a series of
genetic crosses to combine Wsp1 shut-off or wsp1∆CA alleles integrated into the
leu1 locus with ∆CA mutants and fim1-mGFP (Fig. S4 and S5).

Construction of shut-off and N-DEGRON-HA alleles
We used shut-off (Basi et al., 1993) and N-DEGRON-HA (Rajagopalan et
al., 2004) approaches to delete either Wsp1, or the Arp3 subunit of the Arp2/3
complex from cells.
The shut-off allele of Wsp1 was created previously. We designed a series
of genetic crosses to combine this allele with ∆CA mutants and fim1-mGFP. We
also designed crosses to combine the Wsp1 shut-off with myo1∆CA and with
pan1∆ACV to compare the effectiveness of the Wsp1 shut-off relative to Wsp1
deletion.
N-DEGRON-HA is a portable heat-inducible amino-terminal sequence
that conditionally degrades gene products(Rajagopalan et al., 2004). NDEGRON-HA tag consists of an N-terminal Ubiquitin sequence, destabilizing
arginine residue, and C-terminal destabilized version of mouse dihydrofolate
reducatase (DHFR) that contains internal lysine residues. Upon expression (Fig.
S6), the Ubiquitin is rapidly cleaved exposing the destabilizing arginine residue at
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the new N-terminus. The N-terminal arginine residue, however, remains cryptic
until temperature shift to 37°C causes exposure of the DHFR internal lysine
residues. The internal lysine residues serve as a site of poly-ubiquitination that
targets proteins for degredation by the 26S proteasome.
To construct N-DEGRON-arp3 and N-DEGRON-wsp1 expressed from
the endogenous promoters, we first needed to clone the Arp3 promoter using
primers listed in Table S3 and to replace the kanMX6 selection markers in the
original N-DEGRON-HA construct with natMX6 (Fig. S7). The Wsp1 promoter
has been cloned previously (Sirotkin et al., 2005). We used iProof DNA
polymerase (Bio-Rad) for high fidelity PCR amplification of Parp3 according to
manufacturer’s instructions. We cloned amplified DNA fragments into pCRIITOPO-Blunt vector (Invitrogen) and verified inserts by DNA sequencing. We
replaced kanMX6 selection markers in JQW246 with natMX6 from pKS391
(Snaith et al., 2005) using Eco R1 and Bgl II restriction sites. Next we replaced
the 41xPnmt1 in natMX6-JQW246 with Parp3 or Pwsp1 using Bgl II and Pac I
restriction sites. All constructs were verified by sequencing.
To construct the shut-off and N-DEGRON-HA arp3 alleles, we designed
primers (Table S3, Fig. S8) for the N-terminal tagging of Arp3. These primers
introduce a 100 nucleotide deletion before the start codon to disable the
endogenous promoter. We used similar strategy previously to design primers for
the N-terminal tagging of the Wsp1. To facilitate the design of these primers we
sequenced the original N-DEGRON-HA cassette pJQW246 (a gift from Dr. JianQiu Wu, Ohio State University) using SP6 and T7.
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These primers are used to create N-DEGRON-HA and shut-off alleles of
Arp3 and N-DEGRON-HA allele of Wsp1. Our strategy includes transforming
the natMX6-Parp3-N-DEGRON-HA cassette into wildtype cells and fim1-mGFP
cells and transforming the natMX6-Pwsp1-N-DEGRON-HA cassette into
myo1∆CA + pan1∆ACV + fim1mGFP cells, myo1∆CA + pan1∆ACV cells,
wildtype cells, and fim1-mGFP cells. To create Arp3 shut-off alleles we
transformed wild-type and fim1-mGFP diploids with the natMX6-81xPnmt
cassette amplified with the primers designed to integrate thiamine-repressible
81xTnmt1 promoter in place of the endogenous Arp3 promoter. Following
transformation, we will confirm all integrants by PCR-diagnostics.
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Results

Effect of Central-Acidic Domain Deletions on Cell Viability
To test the contribution of the Wsp1, Myo1, and Pan1, the three activators
of the Arp2/3 complex in fission yeast, we deleted their C-terminal Central-Acidic
regions that are responsible for binding the Arp2/3 complex (Fig. 1). Tests for
viability of mutants with deletions of the Central-Acidic (CA) region suggest that
deletions of the CA regions of Wsp1, Myo1 and Pan1 are not lethal (Fig. 2).
Wsp1∆CA cells were dark red on EMM+PB plates, indicating that the cell growth
was inhibited and had decreased viability since Phloxin B stains dead cells.
Wsp1∆CA cells were not able to grow under salt stress conditions on YES + 1 M
KCl plates, a common feature of endocytosis mutants. The myo1∆CA mutants
were healthy and exhibited characteristics similar to those observed in wild-type
cells. These cells grew well on YES + 1 M KCl plates and were light pink on
EMM+PB plates. The pan1∆ACV mutant was also healthy and cells grew well on
YES+ 1 M KCl plates and were light pink on EMM+PB plates, just as in wildtype cells. Results of these tests are summarized in Figure 2.

Effect of Central-Acidic Domain Deletions on Patch Dynamics
To determine the contribution of each Arp2/3 complex activator to the
actin patch assembly, we used genetic crosses and tetrad analysis (Fig. 3) to
combine ∆CA mutants with Green Fluorescent Protein (GFP)-tagged actin crosslinking protein, fimbrin (Fim1). We measured patch movement that we assumed
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correlated with endocytic vesicle internalization and tracked Fim1-GFP assembly
and disassembly in patches that we assumed correlates with assembly and
disassembly of actin into endocytic patches (Fig. 4). In myo1∆CA, like in the
wild type cells, most patches internalized and patch dynamics were the same as in
the wild type strain. In pan1∆ACV most patches internalized but accumulated 2.3
times more actin and at the faster rate than in the wild type cells. In wsp1∆CA,
however, approximately 90% of the patches failed to internalize, indicating failed
endocytosis, and the rate of patch assembly and the total actin accumulation in the
patch were decreased compared to the wild type cells. These results are
summarized in Figure 5.

Effect of Double Acidic Domain Deletions on Cell Viability
Next, we used genetic crosses and tetrad analysis (Fig. 3) to determine
which of the Central-Acidic domains of the Arp2/3 complex activators are
essential for cell viability. We observed that combinations of myo1∆CA with
pan1∆ACV resulted in viable cells. These cells grew well on YES + 1 M KCl
plates and appeared light pink on EMM+PB plates. The myo1∆CA with
wsp1∆CA mutant resulted in viable cells as well and cell growth was inhibited to
the same degree as in wsp1∆CA cells. The myo1∆CA wsp1∆CA cells were dark
on EMM+PB and did not grow well on YES + 1 M KCl plates. The combination
of wsp1∆CA and pan1∆ACV mutations was synthetically lethal. None of the
tetrads resulted in viable cells. These results are summarized in Figure 6.
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Effect of Double Acidic Domain Deletions on Patch Dynamics
Imaging Fim1-mGFP in cells with viable combinations of ∆CA mutations
revealed that both the myo1∆CA pan1∆ACV cells and the myo1∆CA wsp1∆CA
cells contained actin patches, indicating that activation of Arp2/3 complex by
either Wsp1 or Pan1 alone suffices to promote actin patch assembly. The
myo1∆CA pan1∆ACV cells exhibited characteristics similar to that of
pan1∆ACV cells. The majority of patches internalized but they accumulated
approximately 2.3 times more actin and the accumulation occurred at a faster rate
than what is observed in the wild type, as is seen in pan1∆ACV cells. The
myo1∆CA wsp1∆CA cells exhibited characteristics similar to that of wsp1∆CA
cells. Many of the patches failed to internalize, indicating failed endocytosis, but
there were more instances of internalization in the double mutant than in the
single. As in a single wsp1∆CA mutant, the rate of patch assembly and the total
actin accumulation in the patch were decreased compared to the wild type cells.
These results are shown in Figure 7.

Effect of Central-Acidic Domain Deletions of Wsp1 and Pan1 on Patch
Dynamics
To determine the effect of deletions of the CA regions of Wsp1 and Pan1
on actin patch assembly, we pursued two strategies to create a conditionally
viable wsp1∆CA pan1∆ACV mutant.
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The first strategy takes advantage of the previously constructed wsp1 shutoff strain that expresses Wsp1 under the control of the thiamine-repressible
81xPnmt1 promoter (Fig. S1). We successfully cloned the Wsp1 shut-off allele
into the pJK148 vector and integrated this construct into the leu1-32 locus of the
wsp1∆CA strain (Fig. S8). In parallel, we also cloned the wsp1∆CA allele into
pJK148 vector and integrated it into the leu1 locus of the Wsp1 shut off strain.
We confirmed successful integration of all constructs by PCR (Fig. S2 and S3).
Next, we designed a series of genetic crosses to combine these wsp1 shut-off
alleles and wsp1∆CA with pan1∆ACV, myo1∆CA, and fim1-mGFP (Fig. S5 and
S6)
The second strategy takes advantage of the N-DEGRON-HA tag that
allows temperature-induced degradation of a tagged protein (Fig. S6)
(Rajagopalan et al., 2004). We successfully constructed vectors for N-DEGRONHA tagging of Wsp1 (Fig. S7) and designed strategy for combining N-DEGRONHA tagged with ∆CA mutants and fim1-mGFP. As a control for both strategies,
we will create shut-off or N-DEGRON-HA-tagged alleles of Arp3 (Fig. S8) to
determine whether depletion of the Arp2/3 complex by either shut-off or NDEGRON-HA is sufficient to eliminate actin patches.

Comparison of Effect of Acidic Domain Deletions and Complete Gene
Deletions
We tested the effect of complete deletions of Wsp1 and Myo1 on cell
viability in comparison with CA deletions. We could not test the Pan1 deletion
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since we found previously that the complete Pan1 deletion was lethal. In
comparing mutations between the CA deletions to the complete deletions, some
differences were noted. In the single mutants, wsp1∆ performed similarly to
wsp1∆CA, appearing dark on EMM + PB plates and showing salt sensitivity.
However, the myo1∆ mutant appeared dark on EMM + PB plates and exhibited a
salt sensitivity while myo1∆CA appeared light on EMM + PB plates and did not
show salt sensitivity. The myo1∆CA wsp1∆ cells showed defeciencies in cell
growth to the same degree as myo1∆CA wsp1∆CA cells. Similarly to the
pan1∆ACV wsp1∆CA cells, the combination of wsp1∆ with pan1∆ACV was
synthetically lethal. In contrast to wsp1∆CA myo1∆CA, which grew less well
than wildtype but were still viable, the combination of wsp1∆CA with myo1∆
was synthetically lethal. Interestingly, the combination of pan1∆ACV myo1∆
cells resulted in improved cell viability compared to myo1∆, as pan1∆ACV
myo1∆ cells were slightly lighter on EMM + PB plates and were able to grow in
the presence of 1M KCl albeit slower than wild type. These results are
summarized in Figure 8.

Genetic Interactions of Vrp1 Deletions with Central-Acidic Domain Deletions
and Complete Protein Deletions
To determine the role of verprolin (Vrp1) we examined the effects of
combining the vrp1∆ mutation with CA deletions or complete gene deletions of
the three Arp2/3 complex activators. The Vrp1 deletion on its own is viable (Fig.
2). The single mutant was light on EMM + PB plates and was able to grow in the
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presence of 1M KCl. In contrast to single mutants of either myo1∆CA or vrp1∆,
the myo1∆CA vrp1∆ mutant grew poorly when compared to wildtype. The
complete Myo1 deletion was synthetically lethal when combined with the Vrp1
deletion. The wsp1∆CA vrp1∆ mutant and the wsp1∆ vrp1∆ mutants showed
inhibited cell growth, with phenotypic characteristics identical to wsp1∆CA and
wsp1∆ alone, respectively. The pan1∆ACV vrp1∆ mutant was viable and grew
like wild type cells. These results are summarized in Figure 9.
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Discussion

Wsp1 is not essential for the assembly of actin patches, but actin assembly
initiated by Wsp1, but not Myo1 or Pan1, is required to promote endocytic patch
internalization.
In myo1∆CA, like in the wild type cells, the patch dynamics were the
same as in the wild type strain (Fig. 5). However, in pan1∆ACV patches
accumulated more actin and at a faster rate than in the wild type cells. In
wsp1∆CA the majority of the patches failed to internalize, indicating failed
endocytosis. Deletion of the CA domain from Wsp1 slows actin assembly and
blocks the process of endocytic internalization.

Activation of the Arp2/3 complex individually by Wsp1 or Pan1, but not Myo1
alone is minimally sufficient for cell viability.
The wsp1∆CA pan1∆ACV mutant was synthetically lethal (Fig. 6).
Assuming that the death of the cells was due to the inability of the Arp2/3
complex to be activated, this indicates that Myo1 alone is insufficient to activate
the Arp2/3 complex. In the wsp1∆CA myo1∆CA cells, Pan1 is the only Arp2/3
complex activator present. In the pan1∆ACV myo1∆CA cells, Wsp1 is the only
Arp2/3 complex activator present. The observation that both wsp1∆CA
myo1∆CA and pan1∆ACV myo1∆CA cells are viable suggests that Pan1 and
Wsp1 are minimally sufficient to activate the Arp2/3 complex to assemble actin at
the endocytic sites. Actin assembly is critical to drive endocytosis, a vital cellular
process (Fig. 10). These results differ from those seen in budding yeast (Sun et al.,
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2006), in which show that the combination of wsp1∆CA and pan1∆ACV
mutations is viable, with only moderate defects in motility for these mutants.
However, the wsp1∆CA myo1∆CA mutant had a stronger defect in budding yeast
than in fission yeast, suggesting that in budding yeast, myosin-1 makes a greater
contribution to the Arp2/3 complex activation than in fission yeast (Sun et al.,
2006).

The myo1∆CA mutation has no additional effects when combined with
pan1∆ACV or wsp1∆CA.
When comparing the actin patch dynamics of single wsp1∆CA and
pan1∆ACV mutants alone with the same mutants combined with myo1∆CA,
there is no significant difference between the rates of actin assembly, the amount
of actin accumulated in patches or the lifetime of actin patches (Fig. 7).
Additionally, the wsp1∆CA myo1∆CA and wsp1∆CA mutants both showed the
same phenotype and the pan1∆ACV myo1∆CA and pan1∆ACV mutants were
both viable, indicating that the deletion of Myo1 CA region had no significant
effect on cell viability (Fig. 6). In contrast, in budding yeast (Sun et al., 2006)
there was a slight increase in patch lifetimes for wsp1∆CA myo1∆CA mutant as
compared to the wsp1∆CA mutant alone. The myo1∆CA mutant in budding
causes a decrease in patch movement (Sun et al., 2006). These results further
support the conclusion in fission yeast, in contrast to budding yeast, that Myo1
alone is not sufficient to support actin patch assembly and cell viability.
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Myo1 performs an essential function in endocytosis separate from its activation
of the Arp2/3 complex by the CA domain.
Analysis in fission yeast (Lee et al., 2000) has shown that Myo1 and Wsp1
have overlapping functions. This study shows similar results (Fig. 8), as
illustrated by the lethality of the wsp1∆CA myo1∆ mutant. The difference in
detrimental effects between myo1∆CA and myo1∆ indicates that although the
Central-Acidic region of Myo1 is not required for actin patch assembly and cell
viability, other domains of Myo1 must provide an important function that
becomes critical for cell viability in the absence of Arp2/3 complex activation by
Wsp1. In fission yeast, it has been seen that Myo1 is required for the formation of
sterol-rich membrane domains which are typically found at sites of cell growth
and sites of cell division (Takeda and Chang, 2005). While defects in the
formation of these membrane domains do not result in cell death, it may give a
clue to the other roles that Myo1 may play in the cell. The defects in membrane
domain formation were found to be distinct from the actin polymerization
properties of Myo1 (Takeda and Chang, 2005).It has also been suggested that
Myo1 plays an important role in polarized growth of cells and cell morphology
(Lee et al., 2000) Interestingly, the pan1∆ACVmyo1∆ mutants were only slightly
sick, suggesting that there may be some sort of suppression of deleterious effects
occurring in the myo1∆ mutant. This suppression may be explained by the fact
that a deletion of the CA region of Pan1 results in an increase in actin assembly
while a deletion of the complete Myo1 protein results in a sick phenotype. These
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phenotypes may be compensatory to on another, creating an intermediate
phenotype.

Vrp1 works with Wsp1 in activation of the Arp2/3 complex.
By combining Myo1 Central-Acidic deletions and Myo1 complete gene
deletions with the deletion of Vrp1, we saw an increase in intensity of detrimental
effects associated with failed endocytosis (Fig. 9). This increase in negative
effects suggests that Vrp1 does not work with Myo1 in the activation of the
Arp2/3 complex. Deletion of the CA region of Wsp1 and the complete Vrp1
deletion results in cells with characteristics similar to wsp1∆CA cells. The wsp1∆
vrp1∆ mutant also had characteristics similar to that of wsp1∆. These results
suggest that the Vrp1 deletion had no apparent additional effect to the Wsp1
deletion, suggesting that the Wsp1 and Vrp1 might function together. Live cell
imaging and biochemical data (Sirotkin et al., 2005) suggests that Wsp1 is
responsible for recruiting Vrp1 to the endocytic site and that the two proteins
remain together throughout the lifetime of patches. In budding yeast (Munn et al.,
1995), Vrp1 mutants exhibit endocytosis defects stronger than those in fission
yeast.

Wsp1 is the primary activator of the Arp2/3 complex, followed by Pan1 and
Myo1
The results of this study suggest that Wsp1, Myo1, and Pan1 all contribute
to activation of the Arp2/3 complex and therefore, to actin assembly, endocytosis,
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and cell viability. From our information we propose that Wsp1 is the main
activator of the Arp2/3 complex. The myo1∆CA pan1∆ACV mutant that contains
Wsp1 as the only Arp2/3 complex activator is capable of actin assembly and
endocytic internalization, and is fully viable. The Pan1 protein has a moderate
contribution to activation of the Arp2/3 complex. The wsp1∆CA myo1∆CA
mutant that contains Pan1 as the only Arp2/3 complex activator is capable of actin
assembly and is viable. However, deletion of the CA region of Wsp1 alone or in
combination with myo1∆CA results in defects in patch internalization. We found
that Myo1 had the least contribution to activation of the Arp2/3 complex. The
wsp1∆CA pan1∆ACV mutant that contains Myo1 as the only Arp2/3 complex
activator was not viable, suggesting that by itself it is unable to assemble actin
patches and therefore incapable of mediating these functions in endocytosis.
Other studies (Sirotkin et al., 2005) have shown that Wsp1 is the strongest
activator in vitro, producing up to 3 times as many barbed ends than Myo1
activation. Wsp1 also localizes to the Arp 2/3 complex prior to localization of
Myo1 (Sirotkin et al., 2005). Here we have shown through genetic testing and
analysis of patch dynamics that Wsp1 is in fact the primary activator of the
Arp2/3 complex, necessary and sufficient to drive actin patch assembly and
endocytic internalization. Pan1 and Myo1 also contribute but are not sufficient for
normal actin assembly and efficient endocytosis
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Future Work
Effect of Deletion of Central-Acidic Region from Wsp1 and Pan1 on Patch
Dynamics
Upon successful creation of the conditionally viable wsp1∆CA pan1∆CA
mutant, the next step is to image the cells to determine if the cell lethality of this
mutant is due to its inability to assemble actin patches. If patches do form, we will
perform quantitative image analysis to measure the effects of the mutations on
actin patch dynamics, including amount of actin accumulation, patch lifetime, and
patch motility. This data will allow us to draw further conclusions regarding the
roles and interactions of nucleation promoting factors and their effects of
endocytosis and actin formation. The presence of actin patches in this mutant will
indicate the existence of other, thus far unrecognized, activators of actin
assembly.

Effect of Combined Central-Acidic Domain Deletions and Complete Protein
Deletions on Patch Dynamics
To follow up on the comparison of observed effects of complete protein
deletions versus Central-Acidic domain deletions, we will need to compare the
effects of CA deletions and complete gene deletions on actin patch dynamics. We
will combine wsp1∆ and myo1∆ with GFP-tagged fimbrin and and measure their
patch intensities, lifetimes and motility. This would also shed light on the other
roles of the activators besides initiation of actin assembly by nucleation of the
Arp2/3 complex.
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Effect of Vrp1 Deletions with Central-Acidic Domain Deletions and Complete
Protein Deletions on Patch Dynamics
The observations of the synthetic negative interaction of vrp1 deletion
with myo1 deletion but not wsp1 deletion provide basis for the future study to
examine the role of Vrp1 in actin patch assembly in the presence and the absence
of Myo1.
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Tables
Table 1. Results of Central-Acidic domain deletions in budding yeast compared to
Central-Acidic domain deletions in fission yeast
Budding Yeast
Fission Yeast
Lifetime Analysis
Mutant
Galletta et al.,
Sun et al., 2006 This Study
2008 (Sla1)
(Sla1)
(Fim1)
wsp1∆CA
Increased
Increased
Increased (++)
pan1∆ACV
Increased
Normal
Increased
Type1 myo∆CA
Normal
Normal
Normal
myo1∆CA + pan1∆ACV N/A
Normal
Increased
wsp1∆CA + myo1∆CA Increased
Increased (++)
Increased (++)
wsp1∆CA + pan1∆ACV Increased
Increased (++)
N/A
Motility Analysis
Mutant
Galletta et al.,
Sun et al., 2006 This Study
2008 (Abp1)
(Abp1)
(Fim1)
wsp1∆CA
Decreased
Decreased (-)
Decreased (--)
pan1∆ACV
Normal
Normal
Normal
Type1 myo∆CA
Normal
Decreased
Normal
myo1∆CA + pan1∆ACV N/A
Decreased
Normal
wsp1∆CA + myo1∆CA Decreased
Decreased (--)
Decrease (-)
wsp1∆CA + pan1∆ACV Decreased
Decreased
N/A
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Figure Legends
Figure 1. Domain map of the three activators of the fission yeast Arp2/3 complex
Wsp1, Myo1 and Pan1 and domain map of Vrp1, a homolog of WIP.
Figure 2. Summary of cell viability for single CA deletions and complete gene
deletions. Cells with the sick phenotype showed no growth on YES + 1M KCl
plates and were dark red on EMM+Phloxin B plates.
Figure 3. Genetic crosses and Tetrad Analysis. Replica plates show example of
cross between VS787-1 (wsp1∆CA) and VS958B (pan1∆ACV).
Figure 4. Analysis of actin patch dynamics in wild type cells and Central-Acidic
domain mutants using with Fim1p-mGFP.
Figure 5. Effects of single Central-Acidic domain deletions on actin patch
assembly and motility.
Figure 6. Effects of single Central-Acidic domain deletions on cell viability.
Figure 7. Comparison of effects of double versus single Central-Acidic domain
deletions on actin patch assembly and motility.
Figure 8. Comparison of effects of single Central-Acidic domain deletions versus
complete myo1 and wsp1 gene deletions on cell viability.
Figure 9. Effects of vrp1 deletion of Vrp1 in combination either single CentralAacidic domain deletions or complete gene deletions on cell viability.
Figure S9. Model for the contributions of the Wsp1, Pan1 and Myo1to Arp2/3
complex activation, actin assembly and endocytic internalization. Wsp1 is the
primary activator of the complex, followed by Pan1 and Myo1.
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Supplemental Tables
Table S1. Strain List
STRAIN GENOTYPE
389-1
h+ ade6-M210 leu1-32 ura4-D18 his3-D1
kanMX6-81xPnmt1-wsp1
685B
h- ade6-M216 leu1-32 ura4-D18 his3-D1
698-B1
h- ade6-M216 leu1-32 ura4-D18 his3+ fim1mEGFP-kanMX6 (small deletion in the 3' UTR)
822
h+ ade6-M210 leu1-32 ura4-D18 his3-D1 pan1DACV-Tadh1-kanMX6
873-5A
h- ade6-216 leu1-32 ura4-D18 his3-D1 fim1mGFP-kanMX6 wsp1DCA-Tadh1-kanMX6
875-9C
h- ade6-210 leu1-32 ura4-D18 his3+ fim1mGFP-kanMX6 wsp1DCA-Tadh1-natMX6
875-1D
h+ ade6-216 leu1-32 ura4-D18 his3-D1 fim1mGFP-kanMX6 wsp1DCA-Tadh1-natMX6
938A
h+ ade6-M210 leu1-32 ura4-D18 his3-D1
myo1DCA::ura4+ fim1-mGFP-kanMX6
939D
h- ade6-M210 leu1-32 ura4-D18 his+
myo1DCA::ura4+ fim1-mGFP-kanMX6
941B
h- ade6-M216 leu1-32 ura4-D18 his+
myo1DLCA::ura4+ fim1-mGFP-kanMX6
943B
h- ade6-M216 leu1-32 ura4-D18 his+
pan1DACV-Tadh1-kanMX6 fim1-mGFPkanMX6
1317
h+/- ade6-M210/M216 leu1-32 ura4-D18 his3D1 myo1+/myo1DCA::ura4+ wsp1+/wsp1DCATadh1-natMX6
1318
h+/- ade6-M210/M216 leu1-32 ura4-D18 his3D1 myo1DCA::ura4+ pan1DACV-Tadh1kanMX6
1319
h+/- ade6-M210/M216 leu1-32 ura4-D18 his3D1 wsp1DCA-Tadh1-natMX6 pan1DACVTadh1-kanMX6
1320
h+/- ade6-M210/M216 leu1-32 ura4-D18 his3D1 myo1DCA::ura4+ vrp1D::kanMX6
1321
h+/- ade6-M210/M216 leu1-32 ura4-D18 his3D1 wsp1DCA-Tadh1-natMX6 vrp1D::kanMX6
1322
h+/- ade6-M210/M216 leu1-32 ura4-D18 his3D1 pan1DACV-Tadh1-kanMX6
vrp1D::kanMX6
1323
h+/- ade6-M210/M216 leu1-32 ura4-D18 his3D1 wsp1DCA-Tadh1-natMX6 myo1D::kanMX6
1324
h+/- ade6-M210/M216 leu1-32 ura4-D18 his3D1 pan1DACV-Tadh1-kanMX6

SOURCE
VS
Forsburg
VS
MJ
VS
VS
VS
VS
VS
VS
VS

From 956B x
787-1 Cross
From 956B x
958A Cross
From 787-1 x
958B Cross
From 956A x
181 Cross
From 787-1 x
181 Cross
From 958A x
181 Cross
From 787-1 x
364 Cross
From 958A x
364 Cross
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1325
1326

1327
1328
1336-4A

1336-9C

1336-4B

1336-10B

1337-3B

1337-5C

1337-3D

1337-7A

1338-7D
1338-11A
1338-8D
1338-11B
1339-4D
1339-1A

myo1D::kanMX6
h+/- ade6-M210/M216 leu1-32 ura4-D18 his3D1 myo1DCA::ura4+ wsp1D::kanMX6
h+/- ade6-M210/M216 leu1-32 ura4-D18 his3D1 pan1DACV-Tadh1-kanMX6
wsp1D::kanMX6
h+/- ade6-M210/M216 leu1-32 ura4-D18 his3D1 myo1D::kanMX6 vrp1D::kanMX6
h+/- ade6-M210/M216 leu1-32 ura4-D18 his3D1 wsp1D::kanMX6 vrp1D::kanMX6
h- ade6-M216 leu1-32 ura4-D18
myo1DCA::ura4+ wsp1DCA-Tadh1-natMX6
his3-D1
h+ ade6-M216 leu1-32 ura4-D18
myo1DCA::ura4+ wsp1DCA-Tadh1-natMX6
his3-D1
h- ade6-M216 leu1-32 ura4-D18
myo1DCA::ura4+ wsp1DCA-Tadh1-natMX6
his3-D1
h? ade6-M216 leu1-32 ura4-D18
myo1DCA::ura4+ wsp1DCA-Tadh1-natMX6
his3-D1
h+ ade6-M210 leu1-32 ura4-D18
myo1DCA::ura4+ pan1DACV-Tadh1-kanMX6
his3-D1
h- ade6-M210 leu1-32 ura4-D18
myo1DCA::ura4+ pan1DACV-Tadh1-kanMX6
his3-D1
h- ade6-M216 leu1-32 ura4-D18
myo1DCA::ura4+ pan1DACV-Tadh1-kanMX6
his3-D1
h+ ade6-M210 leu1-32 ura4-D18
myo1DCA::ura4+ pan1DACV-Tadh1-kanMX6
his3-D1
h? ade6-M216 leu1-32 ura4-D18 pan1DACVTadh1-kanMX6 myo1D::kanMX6 his3-D1
h? ade6-M210 leu1-32 ura4-D18 pan1DACVTadh1-kanMX6 myo1D::kanMX6 his3-D1
h? ade6-M216 leu1-32 ura4-D18 pan1DACVTadh1-kanMX6 myo1D::kanMX6 his3-D1
h? ade6-M210 leu1-32 ura4-D18 pan1DACVTadh1-kanMX6 myo1D::kanMX6 his3-D1
h? ade6-M210 leu1-32 ura4-D18
myo1DCA::ura4+ wsp1D::kanMX6 his3-D1
h? ade6-M210 leu1-32 ura4-D18
myo1DCA::ura4+ wsp1D::kanMX6 his3-D1

From 956A x
372 Cross
From 958A x
372 Cross
From 364 x
184-7B Cross
From 372 x
184-7B Cross
From 956B x
787-1 Cross
From 956B x
787-2 Cross
From 956B x
787-3 Cross
From 956B x
787-4 Cross
From 956B x
958A Cross
From 956B x
958A Cross
From 956B x
958A Cross
From 956B x
958A Cross
From 958A x
364 Cross
From 958A x
365 Cross
From 958A x
366 Cross
From 958A x
367 Cross
From 956A x
372 Cross
From 956A x
373 Cross
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1339-8C
1339-7A
1340-4D
1340-12A
1340-7B
1340-12D
1341-1A
1341-3A
1341-6D
1341-2D
1341-3C
1341-5C
1342-10B
1342-12D
1342-10C
1342-12C
1343-2B
1343-7C
1343-2C
1343-7D
13941,3,4

1395-1D

h? ade6-M210 leu1-32 ura4-D18
myo1DCA::ura4+ wsp1D::kanMX6 his3-D1
h? ade6-M210 leu1-32 ura4-D18
myo1DCA::ura4+ wsp1D::kanMX6 his3-D1
h? ade6-M216 leu1-32 ura4-D18
myo1DCA::ura4+ vrp1D::kanMX6 his3-D1
h? ade6-M210 leu1-32 ura4-D18
myo1DCA::ura4+ vrp1D::kanMX6 his3-D1
h? ade6-M216 leu1-32 ura4-D18
myo1DCA::ura4+ vrp1D::kanMX6 his3-D1
h? ade6-M216 leu1-32 ura4-D18
myo1DCA::ura4+ vrp1D::kanMX6 his3-D1
h? ade6-M210 leu1-32 ura4-D18 wsp1DCATadh1-natMX6 vrp1D::kanMX6 his3-D1
h? ade6-M216 leu1-32 ura4-D18 wsp1DCATadh1-natMX6 vrp1D::kanMX6 his3-D1
h? ade6-M210 leu1-32 ura4-D18 wsp1DCATadh1-natMX6 vrp1D::kanMX6 his3-D1
h? ade6-M216 leu1-32 ura4-D18 wsp1DCATadh1-natMX6 vrp1D::kanMX6 his3-D1
h? ade6-M210 leu1-32 ura4-D18 wsp1DCATadh1-natMX6 vrp1D::kanMX6 his3-D1
h? ade6-M216 leu1-32 ura4-D18 wsp1DCATadh1-natMX6 vrp1D::kanMX6 his3-D1
h? ade6-M216 leu1-32 ura4-D18 pan1DACVTadh1-kanMX6 vrp1D::kanMX6 his3-D1
h? ade6-M210 leu1-32 ura4-D18 pan1DACVTadh1-kanMX6 vrp1D::kanMX6 his3-D1
h? ade6-M210 leu1-32 ura4-D18 pan1DACVTadh1-kanMX6 vrp1D::kanMX6 his3-D1
h? ade6-M216 leu1-32 ura4-D18 pan1DACVTadh1-kanMX6 vrp1D::kanMX6 his3-D1
h? ade6-M216 leu1-32 ura4-D18
wsp1D::kanMX6 vrp1D::kanMX6 his3-D1
h? ade6-M216 leu1-32 ura4-D18
wsp1D::kanMX6 vrp1D::kanMX6 his3-D1
h? ade6-M216 leu1-32 ura4-D18
wsp1D::kanMX6 vrp1D::kanMX6 his3-D1
h? ade6-M210 leu1-32 ura4-D18
wsp1D::kanMX6 vrp1D::kanMX6 his3-D1
h+/- ade6-M210/M216 leu1-32 ura4-D18 his3D1/ his3+ myo1+/myo1DCA::ura4+ pan1+/
pan1DACV-Tadh1-kanMX6 fim1-mGFPkanMX6
h? ade6-M210 leu1-32 ura4-D18
myo1DCA::ura4+ pan1DACV-Tadh1-kanMX6

From 956A x
374 Cross
From 956A x
375 Cross
From 956A x
181 Cross
From 956A x
182 Cross
From 956A x
183 Cross
From 956A x
184 Cross
From 787-1 x
181 Cross
From 787-1 x
182 Cross
From 787-1 x
183 Cross
From 787-1 x
184 Cross
From 787-1 x
185 Cross
From 787-1 x
186 Cross
From 958A x
181 Cross
From 958A x
182 Cross
From 958A x
183 Cross
From 958A x
184 Cross
From 372 x
184-7B Cross
From 373 x
184-7B Cross
From 374 x
184-7B Cross
From 375 x
184-7B Cross
From 938A x
943B Cross

From 938A x
943B (1) Cross
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1395-2C

1395-6B

1395-6C

1395-10C

1396

1397

1398

1404-1D

1404-6A

1405-6C

1405-10B

1405-10D

1405-11A

1405-1A

fim1-mGFP-kanMX6 his3D-1
h? ade6-M210 leu1-32 ura4-D18
myo1DCA::ura4+ pan1DACV-Tadh1-kanMX6
fim1-mGFP-kanMX6 his3D-1
h? ade6-M216 leu1-32 ura4-D18
myo1DCA::ura4+ pan1DACV-Tadh1-kanMX6
fim1-mGFP-kanMX6 his3+
h? ade6-M210 leu1-32 ura4-D18
myo1DCA::ura4+ pan1DACV-Tadh1-kanMX6
fim1-mGFP-kanMX6 his3D-1
h? ade6-M210 leu1-32 ura4-D18
myo1DCA::ura4+ pan1DACV-Tadh1-kanMX6
fim1-mGFP-kanMX6 his3D-1
h+/- ade6-M210/M216 leu1-32 ura4-D18 his3D1 myo1+/myo1DCA::ura4+ pan1+/
pan1DACV-Tadh1-kanMX6 wsp1+/wsp1DCATadh1-natMX6
h+/- ade6-M210/M216 leu1-32 ura4-D18 his3D1 myo1DCA::ura4+ pan1+/ pan1DACVTadh1-kanMX6 wsp1+/wsp1DCA-Tadh1natMX6
h+/- ade6-M210/M216 leu1-32 ura4-D18 his3D1 myo1DCA::ura4+ pan1+/ pan1DACVTadh1-kanMX6 wsp1+/wsp1DCA-Tadh1natMX6
h? ade6-M216 leu1-32 ura4-D18
myo1DCA::ura4+ pan1DACV-Tadh1-kanMX6
fim1-mGFP-kanMX6 his?
h? ade6-M216 leu1-32 ura4-D18
myo1DCA::ura4+ pan1DACV-Tadh1-kanMX6
fim1-mGFP-kanMX6 his?
h? ade6? leu1-32 ura4-D18 myo1DCA::ura4+
wsp1DCA-Tadh1-natMX6 fim1-mGFPkanMX6 his3+
h? ade6? leu1-32 ura4-D18 myo1DCA::ura4+
wsp1DCA-Tadh1-natMX6 fim1-mGFPkanMX6 his3+
h? ade6? leu1-32 ura4-D18 myo1DCA::ura4+
wsp1DCA-Tadh1-natMX6 fim1-mGFPkanMX6 his3D-1
h? ade6? leu1-32 ura4-D18 myo1DCA::ura4+
wsp1DCA-Tadh1-natMX6 fim1-mGFPkanMX6 his3+
h? ade6? leu1-32 ura4-D18 myo1DCA::ura4+
wsp1DCA-Tadh1-natMX6 fim1-mGFPkanMX6 his3+

From 938A x
943B (1) Cross
From 938A x
943B (1) Cross
From 938A x
943B (1) Cross
From 938A x
943B (1) Cross
From 822 x
1336-4B Cross

From 1336-4A
x 1337-3B
Cross
From 1336-4A
x 1337-7A
Cross
From 938A x
943B (1-3)
Cross
From 938A x
943B (1-3)
Cross
From 939D x
875-1D (1)
Cross
From 939D x
875-1D (1)
Cross
From 939D x
875-1D (1)
Cross
From 939D x
875-1D (1)
Cross
From 939D x
875-1D (1-3)
Cross
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1405-2B

1405-12C

1406-1

1406-2

1407-1

1407-3

1502-2

1502-3

h? ade6-M210 leu1-32 ura4-D18
myo1DCA::ura4+ wsp1DCA-Tadh1-natMX6
fim1-mGFP-kanMX6 his3+
h? ade6-M210 leu1-32 ura4-D18
myo1DCA::ura4+ wsp1DCA-Tadh1-natMX6
fim1-mGFP-kanMX6 his3+
h+/- ade6-M210/M216 leu1-32 ura4-D18 his3D1 myo1DCA::ura4+ pan1DACV-Tadh1kanMX6 wsp1DCA-Tadh1-natMX6
h+/- ade6-M210/M216 leu1-32 ura4-D18 his3D1 myo1DCA::ura4+ pan1DACV-Tadh1kanMX6 wsp1DCA-Tadh1-natMX6
h? ade6? leu1-32 ura4-D18 myo1DCA::ura4+
wsp1DCA-Tadh1-natMX6 fim1-mGFPkanMX6 his?
h? ade6? leu1-32 ura4-D18 myo1DCA::ura4+
wsp1DCA-Tadh1-natMX6 fim1-mGFPkanMX6 his?
h+/h- ade6-M210/216 leu1-32 ura4-D18 his3D1/his3+ fim1-mEGFP-kanMX6 (small deletion
in the 3' UTR)
h+/h- ade6-M210/216 leu1-32 ura4-D18 his3D1/his3+ fim1-mEGFP-kanMX6 (small deletion
in the 3' UTR)

From 939D x
875-1D (1-3)
Cross
From 939D x
875-1D (1-3)
Cross
From 787-1 x
1337-3D Cross
From 787-1 x
1337-3D Cross
From 939D x
875-1D (1-1)
Cross
From 939D x
875-1D (1-3)
Cross
From 698-A1 x
698-B1 Cross
From 698-A1 x
698-B1 Cross

Footnotes:
1. ? - Denotes that the test was not performed to verify this portion of the
genotype.
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Table S2. Selection Plates Used in Study and Phenotypic Results of Single
Mutations
Selection Plate Tests for:
wsp1∆CA
myo1∆CA
pan1∆ACV
YE-ade
haploidy
+
+
+
YES+NAT
mutation
+
YES+G418
mutation
+
EMM-URA
mutation
+
YES+1M KCl
endocytosis +
+
EMM+PB
viability
dark
light
light
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Table S3. Primers
Name
p1dACVch
pan1xGch3
vrp11d
vrp11r
WACH
w1TRch5
w1x3ch
m1TRch5
m1x3ch
ura5ch
ura3ch
Pst1Pnmt

Purpose
PCR diagnostics
PCR diagnostics
PCR diagnostics
PCR diagnostics
PCR diagnostics
PCR diagnostics
PCR diagnostics
PCR diagnostics
PCR diagnostics
PCR diagnostics
PCR diagnostics
pJK148 cloning

Sequence
TACCCTCTGTAGCTCAACAG
GTTCCTGGACGTGTATTTGC
N/A
N/A
GCTAGGATACAGTTCTCACATCACATCCG
ATATGGACTATCGCCAAGATC
GGTTGTGGAAGGACTTGAAC
GATAAGTCTGCTTGCGAACAG
AGTATACGCTATGCAATGTATC
GACGTGGTCTCTTGCTTTTG
TGTAGTCGCTTTGAAGGTTAG
CACTGCAGCGCCATAAAAGACAGAATAA
GT
CAGAGCTCTTGTTTCTATTTGACCAAACGT
CACTGCAGCCATACATCTGAGTTCGCAC
CAGAGCTCATATTACCCTGTTATCCCTAG
ATACAAGAGCACCACAAAGAC
CCTCCATCTTCCTCTATAACT
GCGCCTAACAACAGCAATAT
AATCCTGCTATTAATTCCACCT
CTAGTCCCACTCATCGTCG
ACAATTCCTATGAACATCCATG
CGATACATATTGGCAGTAAGTG
GGTCACAGCTTGTCTGTAAG
AACAACACTCAACCCTATCTC
CAAGATCTTAGCATTAAAATAACAGTTTA
TGG
CATTAATTAAAGACATTGCTATTATTTTAT
GAAAAGGTAAG
ATATCCAAAGTGGGTTGTATACGGGCATT
CGCATTTAACGTAATCGGCTCATCTCGTA
AATTACCATATGGAATTCGAGCTCGTTT
AAAC
CACGAACAATTTAACTTCGCTACATCAAT
ACTTACTTGTCCATTATAATGGGAACATT
AAACGAAGCCATAGAACCAGAACCAGAA
CCAGCGTAATCTGGAACATCGTA

Tw1Sac1
Pst1Pw1
TadhSac1
Gw1ch3
N-ter-GST-FL-F
N-ter-GST-LppVCA-F
N-ter-GST-pp-F
N-ter-GST-FL-R
CRd (CRbfLeuD)
CRr (CRafLeuR)
JKd (JKbfLeuD)
JKr (JKafLeuR)
Parp3Bg

pJK148 cloning
pJK148 cloning
pJK148 cloning
Sequencing
Sequencing
Sequencing
Sequencing
Sequencing
PCR diagnostics
PCR diagnostics
PCR diagnostics
PCR diagnostics
Parp3 cloning

Parp3Pc

Parp3 cloning

Narp3kD

arp3
tagging

DGarp3kR

arp3
N-DEGRON-HA
tagging

SOarp3kR

arp3
81xPnmt1
tagging

CACGAACAATTTAACTTCGCTACATCAAT
ACTTACTTGTCCATTATAATGGGAACATT
AAACGAAGCCATGATTTAACAAAGCGAC
TATA

DGwsp1kR

wsp1
N-DEGRON-HA
tagging

TATTTGTGCTTTTAGGTATGTATTTACGGA
TAGTTGCCTTATCCTCTTGAGTTATAGAGG
AAGATGGAGGCATAGAACCAGAACCAGA
ACCAGCGTAATCTGGAACATCGTA
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Supplemental Figure Legends
Figure S1. Construction of the conditionally viable wsp1∆CA pan1∆ACV mutant.
A. Genomic DNA Prep. (B) High Fidelity PCR amplification of wsp1 shut-off or
wsp1∆CA alleles. (C) PCR TOPO Cloning. (D, E) Pst1/Sac 1 Digest. (F, G)
Subcloning into pJK148 vector. (H) Mini Prep (I.) Nru 1 digest. (J) Lithium
Acetate Transformation. (K,L) Integration into the leu1-32 locus via homologous
recombination.
Figure S2. A schematic diagram of PCR diagnostics used to determine successful
single and tandem integrations if pJK148 constructs into the leu1 locus.
Figure S3. Images of DNA gels showing results for diagnostic PCR reactions A-D
(see Figure S2) for pJK148-389-1 construct integrated into wsp1∆CA cells . The
PCR shows a non-integrated colony (0X), single integration (1X) and tandem
integration (2X).
Figure S4. Outline of the strategy for combining wsp1 shut-off allele integrated
into the leu1 locus with wsp1∆CA, pan1∆ACV, myo1∆CA mutants, and fim1mGFP.
Figure S5. Outline of the strategy for combining wsp1∆CA allele integrated into
the leu1 locus with wsp1 shut-off, pan1∆ACV and myo1∆CA mutants, and
fim1-mGFP.
Figure S6. A schematic diagram of temperature induced protein degradation
through use of N-DEGRON-HA.
Figure S7. Construction of N-DEGRON-HA cassettes for tagging Arp3 and
Wsp1.
Figure S8. A schematic diagram of integration of N-DEGRON-HA and
repressible 81xPnmt1 promoter into the Arp3 locus.
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Honors Summary
In S. pombe (fission yeast) and in humans, actin is an essential and highly
conserved protein involved in several cellular processes. One process that
involves actin assembly is endocytosis. During the process of endocytosis, a
vesicle forms at the cell membrane and brings molecules into the cell. This vesicle
is also known as an actin patch, as it is formed by a branched network of actin
filaments. In order to initiate the actin assembly that forms the patches, the Arp2/3
complex must be activated. This complex is a seven subunit protein that binds to
the side of a pre-existing actin filament and induces the assembly of a branched
network of actin. Initiation of the Arp2/3 complex is a highly regulated process
that requires several regulatory protein components. While time courses,
biochemical characteristics and the order of recruitment for these regulatory
proteins have been determined, questions regarding the roles of the activators and
their interactions with other proteins present at endocytic sites remain
unanswered. There are three proteins which have been shown to have nucleation
promoting factor abilities in fission yeast, Wsp1, Pan1 and Myo1.
In order to determine the roles and importance of these three proteins as
activators of the Arp2/3 complex, we deleted the binding region of the protein.
We next examined the effects of deletions on cell viability and actin patch
dynamics. To determine the primary activator of the Arp2/3 complex, we
constructed mutants with the two binding regions deleted, leaving one activator
intact at a time. To determine the potential for additional roles of the activators,
we combined complete protein deletions and binding region deletions. We also
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examined how other proteins, like Vrp1, work together with the activator proteins
to activate the complex.
The main results of my experiments showed that Wsp1 was the primary
activator of the Arp2/3 complex. We also discovered that Wsp1 and Pan1, but not
Myo1 were sufficient to induce actin assembly and sustain life in fission yeast
cells. It was demonstrated that Vrp1 works with either Wsp1 or Pan1, but not
Myo1. These results shed light on the important interactions and characteristics of
Arp2/3 complex activation and actin assembly.

